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Abstract—User access control is a crucial requirement in any
Internet of Things (IoT) deployment, as it allows one to provide
authorization, authentication, and revocation of a registered legit-
imate user to access real-time information and/or service directly
from the IoT devices. To complement the existing literature, we
design a new three-factor certificateless-signcryption-based user
access control for the IoT environment (CSUAC-IoT). Specifically,
in our scheme, a user U’s password, personal biometrics, and
mobile device are used as the three authentication factors. By
executing the login and access control phase of CSUAC-IoT, a
registered user (U) and a designated smart device (Si) can autho-
rize and authenticate mutually via the trusted gateway node
(GN) in a particular cell of the IoT environment. In our set-
ting, the environment is partitioned into disjoint cells, and each
cell will contain a certain number of IoT devices along with a
GN. With the established session key between U and Si, both
entities can then communicate securely. In addition, CSUAC-IoT
supports new IoT devices deployment, user revocation, and
password/biometric update functionality features. We prove the
security of CSUAC-IoT under the real-or-random (ROR) model,
and demonstrate that it can resist several common attacks found
in a typical IoT environment using the AVISPA tool. A compara-
tive analysis also reveals that CSUAC-IoT achieves better tradeoff
for security and functionality, and computational and communi-
cation costs, in comparison to five other competing approaches.

Index Terms—Automated validation of Internet security
protocols and application (AVISPA), Internet of Things (IoT),
key agreement, security, signcryption, user access control.
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I. INTRODUCTION

IN AN Internet of Things (IoT) environment,
Internet-connected devices are increasingly smart in

the sense that most actions (e.g., collecting environmental
data, which are then sent to the edge or cloud servers) are
undertaken with minimal human intervention. These things
are also called IoT devices and smart devices/objects, and can
be either physical or virtual. Examples of such devices include
cameras, sensors, smartphones, unmanned ground vehicles,
and unmanned aerial vehicles (also referred to as drones). In
a typical IoT environment, several smart devices are installed
or deployed in a certain deployment area (e.g., smart home,
smart city, and hospitals) that can sense relevant information
from the surrounding area, and the sensed information is
then disseminated to their respective gateway nodes (GNs).
The smart devices are assigned with their unique identities,
such as device ID or IP address. In recent times, there
has been a trend to adopt IPv6 over low-power wireless
personal area networks (6LoWPANs) in IoT settings [1],
in order to deal with the increasing scale of deployment.
For example, a study by Gartner Inc. [2] predicted that the
number of connected IoT smart devices will be close to
20.4 billion and hardware spending from both cross-industry
and vertical-specific IoT devices will be $3 trillion by the
year 2020.

There are a number of challenges in setting up an IoT
environment, and one particular example is security. For exam-
ple, communications among various users, smart devices, and
GNs typically take place over insecure channels. In other
words, there is a risk that the communications can be inter-
cepted, hijacked, deleted, modified (e.g., inserting fabricated
messages), and so on. This necessitates the design and imple-
mentation of the secure and efficient user access control
mechanism in the IoT system, in order to ensure that only
authorized registered users are allowed access to the rele-
vant information and/or services. As we will point out later in
Section III, designing secure and efficient user access control
solutions remain challenging.

In this article, we design a new three-factor certificateless-
signcryption-based user access control scheme for an IoT
environment (hereafter referred to as CSUAC-IoT). CSUAC-
IoT permits a legitimate registered user U to access real-
time data/services from a designated IoT smart device
Si, provided that mutual authentication is successful. The
mutual authentication is carried out via the trusted GN.
The session key established after mutual authentication is
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successfully completed will then be used to secure subsequent
communications between U and Si. CSUAC-IoT is also
designed to support other functionality features, such as
dynamic smart device addition (i.e., a new smart device can be
easily added in the existing IoT environment), user revocation
(i.e., access can be easily revoked for a legitimate registered
user U), and user password/biometric update (which can be
performed locally by a registered user U using his/her mobile
device at any time any place).

In the next two sections, we will briefly revisit the
background materials and related literature. The proposed
CSUAC-IoT scheme is presented in Section IV. The secu-
rity evaluations of CSUAC-IoT are presented in both
Sections V and VI. A comparative analysis in terms of demon-
strating communication and computational costs, security, and
functionality attributes is then presented in Section VII. The
conclusion is presented in the last section.

II. BACKGROUND

In this section, we will introduce the network and threat
models used in this article.

Fig. 1 is an example network model in the IoT [3], where
a (large) number of IoT smart devices (e.g., sensors) are
installed/placed in some group(s). We will refer to such groups
as cells, where each cell has a GN for a particular IoT applica-
tion. Depending on the actual IoT applications, the number and
types of IoT devices may differ significantly [e.g., a smart grid
setting will likely differ from an Internet of Battlefield Things
(IoBT) setting]. The trusted authority (TA) is responsible for
enrollment of IoT devices and the gateways, and also for
registering any users. The sensed data can then be securely dis-
seminated to some trusted/secure servers (e.g., cloud servers)
for data analysis through the GNs, and the (raw/processed)
data can also be made available to other authorized users.
In other words, the setting we consider in this article is
where a legitimate registered user (U) will be permitted to
access data/service directly from the designated IoT smart
devices (Si) after mutual authentication has been successfully
executed between the relevant entities. This will result in the
session key establishment between the mutually authenticated
entities (U and Si) via the GN.

We use the Dolev–Yao (DY) threat model [4], where the
adversary A can intercept messages between any commu-
nicating entities (in our context, U, GN, and Si), and also
modify, delete, or insert forged messages. The DY model is
widely used in the security literature, as noted in a recent sur-
vey [5]. The popular Canetti and Krawczyk (CK-adversary)
model [6] is also considered in this article. Specifically, a
CK-adversary builds on the capabilities of a DY model adver-
sary, where the CK-adversary can also compromise secret
credentials, secret keys as well as session states if these are
insecurely stored in the memory of the devices during the
access control process [6]. Furthermore, the mobile device
MDU of a registered user U can be stolen or lost, and thus,
all sensitive credentials can be extracted from the memory
of MDU by the adversary A, for example, using power
analysis attacks [7] or mobile/IoT forensics [8]–[10]. These

Fig. 1. Network model for IoT environment [3].

extracted credentials can be further utilized by A to mount
other potential attacks, including impersonation and offline
guessing attacks. In addition, it is possible that some IoT smart
devices can be physically captured by A as the devices are
installed/placed in the unattended/hostile environment.

III. RELATED LITERATURE

In this section, we will revisit a number of related user
access control mechanisms, designed for both wireless sen-
sor networks (WSNs) and IoT environment (see Table I).
For example, in 2016, Kumar et al. [11] presented an access
control mechanism for WSNs, which supports node or iden-
tity privacy. Their mechanism is based on elliptic curve
cryptographic techniques. In their scheme, a sensing node
authenticates a coordinator node in WSNs, and then, after
mutual authentication, both sensing node and coordinator
node agree on a common session key that can be used
to facilitate future secure communication. Also in the same
year, Li et al. [12] designed an identity-based access control
scheme that employs heterogeneous signcryption. However,
the scheme relies on computationally expensive computation
operations such as bilinear pairings. In 2017, Li et al. [13] also
designed another access control solution for authorizing and
authenticating a registered user requesting to access real-time
information. Their solution also allows a registered user to be
revoked. The solution utilizes certificateless signcryption, and
provides both public verifiability and ciphertext authenticity.
Another scheme that uses certificateless cryptography is that
of Luo et al. [14]. However, these schemes [12]–[14] are not
practical due to the computation overheads.

In 2018, Xue et al. [15] designed an access control scheme
for smart home systems. Their scheme provides authentication,
secure data access, and integrated storage facility. However,
the scheme does not support key agreement, anonymity, or
untraceability preservation. Moreover, the scheme is also not
shown to be secure against ephemeral secret leakage (ESL)
attacks under the CK-adversary model.

In 2019, Zeng et al. [16] presented an anonymous user
authentication (E-AUA) scheme for both users and servers in
a multiserver environment. E-AUA utilizes multiple servers in
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TABLE I
LIMITATIONS/DRAWBACKS OF EXISTING ACCESS CONTROL SCHEMES DESIGNED FOR THE IOT ENVIRONMENT: A SNAPSHOT

order to handle network congestion in a typical mobile IoT
environment. E-AUA is, however, computationally expensive
as it relies on bilinear pairings operations. In addition, in
E-AUA, during the user registration procedure, a user Ui sub-
mits the registration message {IDUi , h0(IDUi ,PWUi , bUi)} to
the registration center (RC), where IDUi is the identity, PWUi

is the password, and bUi is the random secret picked by Ui.
Now, let us assume that a privileged insider associated with the
RC is the adversary. The latter knows this information and the
extracted information {ψUi , vUi , bUi} from user Ui’s lost/stolen
smart gateway, where the server’s private key skA, ψUi = skA⊕
h0(IDUi ,PWUi , bUi) and vUi = h1(h0(IDUi ,PWUi , bUi), ψUi),
and h0(·) and h1(·) are cryptographic one-way hash functions.
Thus, the adversary can easily guess a password, say PW′

Ui
,

and checks if h0(IDUi ,PW′
Ui
, bUi) = h0(IDUi ,PWUi , bUi). If

the condition is valid, the adversary will have correctly guess
Ui’s password PWUi . Hence, the scheme is vulnerable to
offline password guessing attack involving a privileged insider.
Moreover, the adversary will be able to derive the server’s
private key skA using ψUi as skA = ψUi ⊕h0(IDUi ,PW′

Ui
, bUi).

IV. OUR PROPOSED CSUAC-IOT SCHEME

Our proposed CSUAC-IoT scheme comprises a number of
entities, namely, some TA, GNs, users U, and IoT devices Si.
As discussed previously, we assume that a set of IoT devices
will be connected with a GN that will form a cell. The GN
in a cell can connect with other GNs and also with the TA
and cloud servers. The users can access real-time data from
the designated IoT devices in a particular cell, as long as the
users are registered with the respective TA prior to accessing
the data.

A summary of notations is described in Table II. We remark
that the current timestamps of various entities (GN,U, and Si)
are used to prevent replay attacks, typical of other approaches
presented in (e.g., [17]–[19]).

There are also a number of phases in our proposed scheme,
namely, system initialization (see Section IV-A), enrollment
(see Section IV-B), user registration (see Section IV-C), login
and access control (see Section IV-D), dynamic device addition
(see Section IV-E), user revocation (see Section IV-F), and user
password/biometrics update (see Section IV-G).

A. System Initialization Phase

The TA is responsible for setting up network parameters, as
follows.

TABLE II
SUMMARY OF NOTATIONS

1) A finite field GF(q) is randomly chosen, where q is a
large odd prime (e.g., q of at least 160-bit prime should
be used, so that the elliptic curve discrete logarithm
problem (ECDLP) is intractable).

2) Next, a nonsingular elliptic curve Eq(a, b) : y2 =
x3 + ax + b (mod q) is chosen, such that a, b ∈ Zq =
{0, 1, . . . , q − 1} and 4a3 + 27b2 �= 0 (mod q).

3) A base point G in Eq(a, b) is also selected, whose order
is n and n is as large as q.

4) A random private key xT ∈ Z
∗
n is chosen, and the

respective public key YT = xT .G is computed.
5) Finally, the parameters {G,Eq(a, b),YT } are revealed

publicly, and TA’s private key xT is only known to
the TA.

B. Enrollment Phase

In this phase, the GN and IoT device (Si) are enrolled with
the TA, as follows.

1) When registering a GN, the TA assigns a unique identity
IDGN and a distinct random private key xG, and calcu-
lates its corresponding public key as YG = xG.G. Next,
the TA stores its assigned identity IDGN along with xG

and YG in the memory of GN prior to its placement in
the IoT environment. The TA declares YG publicly.
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2) A group of IoT devices are assigned to one GN, and
collectively referred to as a cell. To register a single
device Si in a particular cell associated with a particular
GN, the TA assigns a distinct random private key xSi and
derives the respective public key YSi = xSi.G, and also
assigns a unique identity IDSi for Si. Then, {IDSi , xSi}
is loaded into Si’s memory before its deployment. Note
that YSi is declared publicly by the TA.

3) The TA then loads the parameters {IDSi ,YSi} of Si with
the respective GN. In addition, a distinct random secret
key Zi is chosen by the TA, which is to facilitate future
secure communication between Si and its corresponding
(GN). The TA then places the secret key Zi into the
respective smart device Si and the GN.

4) The TA securely deletes the generated private keys xSi
for each smart device Si and xG for each GN, and the
secret key Zi from its memory.

C. User Registration Phase

A user U registers with the TA, as follows.
1) Set Secret Value and Public Value: U first picks an iden-

tity IDU and chooses a random number xU ∈ Z
∗
n as a

secret value. Next, using this secret value, U calculates
the respective public value as YU = xU .G.

2) Partial-Private-Key-Extract: U submits IDU and its pub-
lic value YU to the TA securely. The TA calculates the
partial private key dU of U as follows:

tempdU
= H(YU||IDU||xT).G =

(
tempdUx

, tempdUy

)

verifydU
= tempdUx

⊕ tempdUy

dU = verifydU
⊕ YYYYMMDD

where YYYYMMDD represents the date of expiration
of the public key of user U, and YYYY, MM, and DD
are the year, month, and day, respectively. The TA then
securely sends dU to user U, and also sends verifydU to
the GNs with whom user U will establish a connection
with the designated smart devices Si. The TA also stores
dU , YU , and IDU for its further use.

3) Set Private Key and Public Key: With the received partial
private key dU securely from the TA, U continues to
calculate private key kU and its respective public key
LU using the secret value xU and public value YU as
kU = xU ∗dU and LU = dU .YU , respectively, where x∗y
denotes an ordinary modular multiplication in Z∗

q .
Finally, the TA sends the information
{Eq(a, b),H(·),KH(·),G, xU,YU, kU,LU} and a list of
identities of IoT smart devices {IDSi} securely to user U.

After receiving the information securely from the TA,
U picks a password PwU and imprints his/her biomet-
rics BioU at the sensor of the mobile device MDU . After
that MDU generates the biometric secret key σU and pub-
lic reproduction parameter τU corresponding to input BioU

using the widely used “fuzzy extractor probabilistic gener-
ation function Gen(·)” [20] as Gen(BioU) = (σU, τU), and
calculates x∗

U = xU ⊕ H(IDU||PwU ||σU), k∗
U = kU ⊕

H(σU||IDU||PwU), and HPBU = H(PwU||LU||σU||IDU). U
then stores the information {Eq (a, b), H(·), KH(·), G, x∗

U,

Algorithm 1 User Signcryption
Input: {YG,G, x∗

U, k∗
U,LU, IDSi ,YSi}

Output: {C1,T1, T2i, S1, S2i, WSK, TSU, SignG, SignSi}
1: Input password PwU at MDU .
2: Imprint biometrics Bio′

U at the sensor of MDU .
3: Calculate biometric secret key σU = Rep(Bio′

U, τU) pro-
vided Hdist(BioU,Bio′

U) ≤ et.
4: Calculate HPB∗

U = H(PwU ||LU ||σU ||IDU).
5: if (HPB∗

U �= HPBU) then
6: Terminate the phase immediately.
7: else
8: Compute xU = x∗

U⊕ H(IDU ||PwU ||σU),
kU = k∗

U⊕ H(σU ||IDU ||PwU).
9: Randomly select integers v1, v2, v3 ∈ Z

∗
n.

10: Compute K11 = H(v1.G) shared with the GN.
11: Compute K21 = H(v2.G) shared with the IoT smart

device Si.
12: Compute (x1, y1) = v1.G + kU .YG,

(x2, y2) = v2.G + kU .YSi.
13: Generate the cipher text C1 using the key kU as

C1 = (IDSi ||v3)⊕ H(x1||kU .YG).
14: Using one-way keyed hash function KH(·), calculate

r1 = KHy1(C1||K11||LU||YG||TSU),
r2i = KHy2(K21||LU||YSi),
where TSU is the current timestamp generated by U.

15: Compute S1 = v1
r1+kU

(mod q) and S2i = v2
r2 i+kU

(mod q).
16: Compute T1 = r1.G and T2i = r2i.G
17: Compute WSK = H(r1||TSU)⊕ H(v3||kU .YG).
18: Compute the signatures on computed x1 and x2 as

SignG = H(C1 ||T1 ||T2i ||S1 ||S2i ||WSK ||LU ||TSU

||x1) ∗ kU +xU (mod q),
SignSi = H(T2i||S2i||LU||x2) ∗ xU + kU (mod q).

19: return {C1,T1, T2i, S1, S2i, WSK, TSU, SignG, SignSi}
20: end if

YU, k∗
U, LU,HPBU, Gen(·),Rep(·), τU, et} in his/her mobile

device MDU , where Rep(·) represents the“deterministic repro-
duction function” and et is a predefined “error tolerance
threshold value.” Note that given a noisy biometric, say Bio′

U
of a user U, Rep(·) reconstructs the original biometric secret
key σU with the help of τU and et provided that the hamming
distance (Hdist) between registered biometrics BioU and cur-
rent biometrics Bio′

U is less than or equal to et [20], that is,
σU = Rep(Bio′

U, τU) and Hdist(BioU,Bio′
U) ≤ et.

D. Login and Access Control Phase

In this phase, a registered user, say U, validates him-
self/herself to his registered GN and also to the accessed smart
device Si for which it belongs to the cell of GN. Once this is
completed, U will be able to come to an agreement with the
smart device Si on a session key that can be used for further
communications among U and Si. This phase consists of four
processes which are discussed as follows.

1) User Signcryption: In this process, user U performs the
signcryption using the parameters available in his/her mobile
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Algorithm 2 GN Unsigncryption
Input: Message m1 = 〈C1, T1, T2i, S1, S2i,WSK, TSU, SignG,

SignSi〉 received from the user U, public parameters and its
own private key xG

Output: {mi,TSGN, IDSi ,Lmod}
1: if TSU retrieved from m1 satisfies |TSU − TS′

U| < �T ,
where TS′

U is the timestamp when the unsigncryption is
being performed at the GN then

2: Compute temp1 = S1.(T1 + LU).
3: Compute (x′

1, y′
1) = temp1 + xG.LU .

4: Verify if SignG.G = H(C1 ||T1 ||T2i ||S1 ||S2i ||WSK

||LU ||TSU ||x′
1).LU +YU?

5: if signature verification is successful then
6: Compute K′

11 = H(temp1).
7: Compute r′

1 = KHy′
1
(C1||K′

11||LU||YG||TSU).
8: Compute Lmod = LU ⊕ H(Zi||TSGN), where TSG is

the current timestamp generated y the GN.
9: Extract (IDSi ||v3) = C1⊕H(x′

1||xG.LU) using decryp-
tion algorithm with the help of the key xG.

10: Using v3, further retrieve H(r′
1||TSU)

′ = WSK ⊕
H(v3||xG.LU), which is same as H(r1 ||TSU).

11: if IDSi exists in the database of the GN then
12: Retrieve the symmetric key Zi corresponding to the

IDSi .
13: Compute mi = H(r′

1 ||TSU)
′ ⊕H(Zi ||TSGN ||LU).

14: end if
15: end if
16: end if
17: return {mi,TSGN, IDSi ,Lmod}

device MDU by inputting his/her password PwU and imprint-
ing biometrics Bio′

U at the sensor of the mobile device MDU

such that U can be authenticated by both the GN and the
accessed smart device Si. U selects a smart device with iden-
tity IDSi from which he/she wishes to access the real-time
information in the IoT environment.

For this purpose, U uses the user sign-
cryption in Algorithm 1. U has the access
of the parameters {YG,G,YSi , x∗

U, k∗
U,LU, IDSi}.

The output produced by the algorithm contains
{C1,T1,T2i, S1, S2i,WSK,TSU,SignG,SignSi}. The sig-
nature SignG is generated for the GN, while the
signature SignSi is for Si. Next, U constitutes the mes-
sage m1 = 〈C1,T1,T2i, S1, S2i,WSK,TSU,SignG,SignSi〉,
which is sent to the intended GN via public channel.

2) Gateway Node Unsigncryption: After reception of mes-
sage m1 from user U at time TS′

U , the GN verifies the
signcryption which was performed by user U. If it is valid,
the GN creates a message and sends it to the accessed smart
device Si, otherwise, it terminates further processing.

To accomplish the above task, the GN executes the
gateway unsigncryption provided in Algorithm 2. We observe
that LU = dU .YU = dU .(xU .G) = (xU ∗ dU).G = kU .G,
temp1 = S1.(T1 + LU) = (v1/r1 + kU)[r1.G + kU .G] =
(v1/r1 + kU)[(r1 + kU).G] = v1.G, and xG.LU =
xG.(dU .YU) = xG.(dU .(xU .G)) = (xG ∗ dU).(xG.G) = kU .YG.

Algorithm 3 Smart Device Unsigncryption and Session Key
Establishment
Input: Message m2 = 〈T2i, S2i,mi,Lmod,TSGN, SignSi〉, pub-
lic parameters and stored information {Zi, IDSi , xSi}
Output: {VSKSiU,TSSi , SKSiU}

1: if TSGN retrieved from m2 satisfies |TSGN −TS′
GN | < �T ,

where TS′
GN is the timestamp when the unsigncryption is

being performed at the smart device Si then
2: Compute LU = Lmod ⊕ H(Zi||TSGN).
3: Compute temp2 = S2i.(T2i + LU).
4: Compute (x′

2, y′
2) = temp2 + xSi.LU .

5: Verify if SignSi.G = H(T2i||S2i||LU||x′
2).YU + LU?

6: if signature verification is successful then
7: Compute K21 = H(temp2).
8: Compute r2i = KHy′

2
(K21||LU||YSi).

9: Extract H(r′
1 ||TSU)

′ = mi ⊕H(Zi ||TSGN ||LU).
10: Compute the session-key SKSiU and its verifier

VSKSiU as
SKSiU = H((r2i + 1)||H(r′

1||TSU)
′||x′

2||y′
2),

VSKSiU = H(SKSiU||TSSi), where TSSi is the current
timestamp generated by Si.

11: end if
12: end if
13: return {VSKSiU,TSSi , SKSiU}

Thus, (x′
1, y′

1) = temp1 + xG.LU = v1.G + kU .YG =
(x1, y1). In this process, the signature verifica-
tion condition is SignG.G = H(C1||T1||T2i||S1||
S2i||WSK ||LU||TSU||x′

1).LU + YU . Note that SignG.G =
(H(C1||T1||T2i||S1||S2i||WSK ||LU||TSU||x1) ∗ kU).G + xU .G =
H(C1||T1||T2i||S1||S2i||WSK ||LU||TSU||x1).(kU .G) + YU =
H(C1||T1||T2i||S1||S2i||WSK ||LU||TSU||x1).LU + YU =
H(C1||T1||T2i||S1||S2i||WSK ||LU||TSU||x′

1).LU + YU . If the
value of mi comes as NULL, it means that the algorithm could
not verify at one of the if conditions. Otherwise, the GN
creates a message m2 = 〈T2i, S2i,mi,Lmod,TSGN,SignSi〉,
which is sent to the intended smart device Si over public
channel.

3) Smart Device Unsigncryption and Session
Key Establishment: Upon reception of the message
m2 = 〈T2i, S2i,mi,Lmod,TSGN,SignSi〉 from the respec-
tive GN of the accessed smart device Si, Si executes the
unsigncryption and session key establishment process in
Algorithm 3.

It is worth noticing that temp2 = S2i.(T2i + LU) =
(v2/[r2i + kU])[r2i.G + dU .YU] = (v2/[r2i + kU])[r2i.G +
dU .(xU .G)] = (v2/[r2i + kU])[r2i.G + (dU ∗ xU).G] =
(v2/[r2i + kU])[r2i.G + kU .G] = v2.G and (x′

2, y′
2) = temp2 +

xSi.LU = v2.G + kU .YSi = (x2, y2). Furthermore, SignSi.G =
H(T2i||S2i||LU||x2).(xU .G)+kU .G = H(T2i||S2i||LU||x′

2).YU +
LU . On successful verification of the signature SignSi

by
Si in Algorithm 3, Si proceeds to calculate the session key
SKSiU = H((r2i + 1)||H(r1||TSU)

′||x′
2||y′

2), and its verifier
VSKSiU = H(SKSiU||TSSi). Next, Si creates a message m3 =
〈VSKSiU, TSSi〉, which is sent to user U who requested its
access, via the open channel.
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Fig. 2. Overview of the login and user access control phase.

4) Session Key Verification: Upon reception of the mes-
sage m3 = 〈VSKSiU,TSSi〉, user U executes the session key
verification in Algorithm 4. Once the session key SKUSi =
H((r2i + 1)||H(r1||TSU)||x2||y2) is calculated, the verification
of SKUSi is done through the verification condition VSKUSi =
VSKSiU . Once the condition is successful, U stores the ses-
sion key SKUSi for secret communication with Si. Similarly,
Si stores the same session key SKSiU(= SKUSi) for secret
communication with U. The overall process is also briefed
in Fig. 2.

E. Dynamic Smart Device Addition Phase

When a new smart device Sn needs to be added in the exist-
ing IoT environment residing in a particular cell containing
the GN, the TA assigns a unique identity IDSn and a unique
random private key xSn to compute the corresponding public

key YSn = xSn .G for Sn. Moreover, a unique secret key Zn is
generated by the TA which is shared between Sn and the GN
for encryption/decryption purpose. Next, IDSn , xSn , and Zn are
loaded by the TA into Sn’s memory before its placement in
the network. In addition, the information IDSn and Zn are sent
securely to the GN by the TA. The public key YSn is declared
in public by the TA. The TA also removes xSn and Zn from
its memory.

After the above process is completed, the smart device Sn is
placed in the respective cell, and the intended users can start
accessing the real-time data from Sn by executing the login
and user access control phase discussed in Section IV-D.

F. User Revocation Phase

In this phase, the access is revoked for a legal registered
user U by the TA as follows. Suppose user U is attached with
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Algorithm 4 Session Key Verfication
Input: Message m3 = 〈VSKSiU, TSSi〉, H(r1 ||TSU), r2i, and
public parameters
Output: Session key SKUSi (= SKSiU) shared between U
and Si

1: if TSSi retrieved from m3 satisfies |TSSi − TS′
Si
| < �T ,

where TS′
Si

is the timestamp when the verification process
is done by U then

2: Using precalculated r2i, H(r1||TSU), x2 and y2 during
the signcryption process, compute
SKUSi = H((r2i + 1) ||H(r1 ||TSU) ||x2 ||y2).

3: Using SKUSi and TSSi , compute VSKUSi =
H(SKUSi ||TSSi).

4: if VSKUSi = VSKSiU then
5: Session key SKUSi (= SKSiU) established between U

and Si is verified successfully, and store SKUSi for
secret communication with Si.

6: end if
7: end if

the smart devices (Si). The TA first computes

tempdU
= H(YU||IDU||xT).G =

(
tempdUx

, tempdUy

)

verifydU
= tempdUx

⊕ tempdUy

using the public key YU and identity IDU of user U, and its
own private key xT . Next, the TA applies its computed verifydU

and its stored dU associated with U in order to retrieve the U’s
date of expiration as

YYYYMMDD = verifydU
⊕ dU .

By checking this against the current date, the TA can easily
verify if the U’s registration is still valid or not. In case, U has
to be revoked before the date of expiration, the TA sends a
list of users to the GN containing such blacklisted users who
need to be cross-referenced by the GN before their messages
are forwarded to the GN’s cell.

G. User Password/Biometrics Update Phase

This phase permits a registered user U to update his/her old
password and/or biometrics information with the new pass-
word/biometrics if he/she wishes to do so for achieving the
maximum security in the system. This phase is performed by
U completely locally without further contacting the TA at any
time and any place with the help of MDU .

The following steps are needed to execute the desired task.
Step 1: U inputs old password Pwold

U and new updated
password Pwnew

U at MDU . In addition, U also imprints old
biometrics Bioold

U and new biometrics Bionew
U at the sensor of

MDU . At this point, it is worth noticing that biometrics of the
user U are not generally changed over time. However, if U
wishes to update old biometrics by new one, he/she is permit-
ted to so. In case, old biometrics Bioold

U is not updated, Bionew
U

will be considered as Bioold
U .

Step 2: U calculates biometric secret key σ old
U =

Rep(Bioold
U , τU) provided Hdist(BioU,Bioold

U ) ≤ et. Next,

U calculates HPBold
U = H(Pwold

U ||LU||σ old
U ||IDU) and if

HPBold
U = HPBU , U proceeds to the next step. Otherwise,

this phase is ended here.
Step 3: U calculates xU = x∗

U ⊕ H(IDU||Pwold
U ||σ old

U ),
kU = k∗

U ⊕ H(σ old
U ||IDU||Pwold

U ), Gen(Bionew
U ) =

(σ new
U , τ new

U ), xnew
U = xU ⊕ H(IDU||Pwnew

U ||σ new
U ),

knew
U = kU ⊕ H(σ new

U ||IDU||Pwnew
U ), and HPBnew

U =
H(Pwnew

U ||LU||σ new
U ||IDU). Finally, U replaces x∗

U,HPBU, k∗
U ,

and τU by xnew
U ,HPBnew

U , knew
U , and τ new

U , respectively. At the
end of this phase, U’s mobile device MDU holds {Eq(a, b),
H(·), KH(·), G, xnew

U , YU, knew
U , LU, HPBnew

U , Gen(·), Rep(·),
τ new

U , et}.

V. SECURITY ANALYSIS

Both formal and informal (nonmathematical) security anal-
ysis have been carried out for the proposed scheme to show
its resilience against various attacks needed in an IoT envi-
ronment. In the following, we consider two computational
problems that are useful in security analysis.

Definition 1: A “collision-resistant cryptographic one-way
hash function” H : {0, 1}∗ → {0, 1}lh is as a “deterministic
function that takes an arbitrary length string and outputs a fixed
length string of lh bits.” If AdvHash

A (rt) is the “advantage of an
adversary A in finding a hash collision in H(·),” AdvHash

A (rt) =
Pr[(is1, is2) ∈r A : is1 �= is2,H(is1) = H(is2)], where Pr[E]
denotes the “probability of a random event E,” and the input
strings pair (is1, is2) ∈r A indicates that the strings is1 and
is2 are randomly chosen by A. An (η, rt)-adversary A attack-
ing the “collision resistance of H(·)” is defined as follows:
AdvHash

A (rt) ≤ η and A’s runtime will be at most rt.
Definition 2: Suppose Eq(a, b) is a nonsingular elliptic

curve over a finite field GF(q) : y2 = x3 + ax + b (mod q)
and G ∈ Eq(a, b) is a point. The elliptic curve decisional
Diffie–Hellman problem (ECDDHP) is that given a quadruple
(G, u.G, v.G,w.G), derive whether w = u ∗ v or a “uniform
random value,” where u, v, w ∈ Z∗

q and Z∗
q = {1, 2, . . . , q−1}.

A. Formal Security Under ROR Model

The broadly applied real-or-random (ROR) model [21]
has been considered for the formal security analysis of the
proposed scheme. Under the ROR model, an active adver-
sary, say A has access to various queries (also known as
random oracles) which are tabulated in Table III. Recently,
the ROR model-based formal security analysis becomes
popular in the research community in proving the seman-
tic security of an authentication key agreement (AKE)
scheme [17]–[19], [22]–[24]. For detailed treatment on the
ROR model, the readers can refer to [21].

The following components are associated with the ROR
model.

Participants: Various participants involved in the proposed
scheme: 1) user (U); 2) GN; and 3) smart device (Si). The
instances j1, j2, and j3 of U, GN, and Si are considered as
�

j1
U , �j2

GN, and �j3
Si

, which are known as “random oracles.”
Accepted State: An instance �j is in the “accepted state,”

if it switches to an accept state after reception of the last
authorized protocol message. If we arrange all the sent and
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TABLE III
VARIOUS QUERIES AND THEIR GOALS

received messages in sequence, the “session identification sid
of �j for the current session” is created.

Partnering: Two instances (�j1 and �j2 ) are called the
partners to each other, if the following three settings are
satisfied.

1) �j1 and �j2 will be in accepted states.
2) �j1 and �j2 will have the same sid and they will

“mutually authenticate each other.”
3) �j1 and �j2 will be “mutual partners of each other.”
Freshness: �j1

U or �j3
Si

is said to be fresh if the generated
session key SKUSi(= SKSiU) between U and Si is not known to
A with the help of the Reveal(�j) query defined in Table III.

The “semantic security” of the proposed scheme is defined
in Definition 3 and also proved in Theorem 1.

Definition 3 (Semantic Security): Let AdvCSUAC-IoT
A (t) be

the “advantage of an adversary A running in polyno-
mial time t in breaking the semantic security of the
proposed CSUAC-IoT to derive the session key SKUSi(=
SKSiU) between a user U and an IoT smart device
Si. Then, AdvCSUAC-IoT

A (t) = |2Pr[c′ = c] − 1|,
where c and c′ are the “correct” and “guessed” bits,
respectively.

Theorem 1: If there exists an adversary A running in poly-
nomial time pt to derive the established session key SKUSi(=
SKSiU) between a user U and an IoT smart device Si in
the proposed scheme, CSUAC-IoT, and qh, qs, |Hash|, lb,
and AdvECDDHP

A (t) represent “the number of hash queries,
the number of Send queries, the range space of a one-way
collision-resistant hash function H(·), the number of bits in
biometrics secret key σU , and the advantage of breaking the
ECDDHP,” respectively, then

AdvCSUAC-IoT
A (pt) ≤ q2

h

|Hash| + 2
(

max
{

C′.qs′
s ,

qs

2lb

}

+ AdvECDDHP
A (pt)

)

where the details of the Zipf’s parameters C′ and s′ are
provided in [25].

Proof: We adopt the similar proof of this theorem
as that is also presented in other recently designed AKE
protocols [19], [22]–[24], [26].

In the proposed CSUAC-IoT, we have used the user-chosen
passwords. For this purpose, we adopt the Zipf’s law suggested
by Wang et al. [25], which is remarkably different from the
“uniform distribution for user-chosen passwords.” Typically,
the size of the password dictionary is much constrained in
the perception that the entire space of passwords is not fully
utilized by the users, and it is rather a small space of the
permissible characters space [25]. Zipf’s law is also applied
in other existing AKE protocols in recent years [18], [27].

We define the following games, say GA
j for the adversary A,

j = 0, 1, 2, 3, whose detailed descriptions are provided as
follows. If SuccAGj

is “an event wherein A can guess the ran-

dom bit c in the game GA
j correctly,” then A’s advantage in

winning the game GA
j in the proposed CSUAC-IoT becomes

AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,Gj

= Pr[SuccAGj
].

Game GA
0 : This game corresponds to the “actual attack”

that is performed by the adversary A against the proposed
CSUAC-IoT with respect to the ROR model. Since the bit c
is selected randomly by A prior to starting of the game GA

0 ,
it follows from the semantic security defined in Definition 3
that:

AdvCSUAC-IoT
A (pt) =

∣∣∣2AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G0

− 1
∣∣∣. (1)

Game GA
1 : Under this game, an eavesdropping attack has

been performed by the adversary A that utilizes the Execute
query shown in Table III. With the help of the Execute(�j1

U ,
�

j2
GN, �j3

Si
) query, assume that A intercepts all the communi-

cated messages among the entities U, GN, and Si, which are
m1 = 〈C1,T1,T2i, S1, S2i,WSK,TSU,SignG,SignSi〉, m2 =
〈T2i, S2i,mi,Lmod,TSGN,SignSi〉, and m3 = 〈VSKSiU,TSSi〉
during the “login and access control phase.” After this game
is ended, A needs to execute the Reveal and Test queries
shown in Table III to validate whether the derived session
key SKUSi = H((r2i + 1)||H(r1||TSU)||x2||y2) = H((r2i +
1)||H(r1||TSU)

′||x′
2||y′

2) = SKSiU is an actual key or just a
random number. It is clear that only eavesdropping of the mes-
sages ml(l = 1, 2, 3) does not at all increase the probability in
calculating the session key SKUSi(= SKSiU). Since both games
GA

0 and GA
1 are indistinguishable, we have

AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G1

= AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G0

. (2)

Game GA
2 : This game corresponds to an active attack,

wherein we include the simulation of Send and Hash queries.
Now, the eavesdropped messages ml (l = 1, 2, 3) among the
participants U, GN, and Si do not lead to any hash colli-
sion because the components attached in these messages are
safeguarded by the “collision-resistant one-way hash function
H(·) (defined in Definition 1) and elliptic curve points, and
also various generated random numbers.” To derive r1 and r2i

from the respective T1 and T2i in m1 and m2, the adversary
A needs to solve the “ECDLP.” Moreover, to calculate r1 and
r2i from S1 and S2i attached in m1 and m2, A needs to solve
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the ECDDHP (defined in Definition 2). It is worth observ-
ing that both games GA

1 and GA
2 are indistinguishable except

the inclusion of the simulation of the Send and Hash queries,
and solving the ECDDHP. The birthday paradox result and
AdvECDDHP

A (et) in solving the ECDDHP give the following:

∣∣∣AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G1

− AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G2

∣∣∣ ≤ q2
h

2|Hash| (3)

+ AdvECDDHP
A (pt).

Game GA
3 : This game includes the CorruptMDevice query

as described in Table III. The adversary A can obtain the cre-
dentials {Eq(a, b), H(·), KH(·), G, x∗

U, YU, k∗
U, LU, HPBU,

Gen(·), Rep(·), et} through execution of the CorruptMDevice
query. To derive the private key xU and partial private key of
kU of a registered user U, A requires to guess the password
PwU and biometrics secret key σU concurrently. However, A’s
probability of guessing the correct σU is roughly (1/2lb) [28].
Since A can apply the Zipf’s law on user-selected pass-
words [25] for guessing the passwords, using the “trawling
guessing attacks,” A’s advantage of A becomes (1/2) in
the case when qs = 107 or 108 [25]. For the “targeted
guessing attacks where A can use the target user’s per-
sonal information,” A’s advantage becomes over (1/2) if
qs ≤ 106 [25]. In a typical application, several attempts of
wrong password efforts are restricted in the system, say qs

Send queries are permitted. If we ignore the guessing attacks
for both user U’s password and biometrics, the games GA

2
and GA

3 become indistinguishable. Therefore, we obtain the
following relationship:∣∣∣AdvCSUAC-IoT

A,G2
− AdvCSUAC-IoT

A,G3

∣∣∣ ≤ max
{

C′.qs′
s ,

qs

2lb

}
. (4)

Now, all the queries are made by the adversary A and it is
only remaining for A to guess a bit c to win the game GA

3 . It
then follows that:

AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G3

= 1

2
. (5)

Next, (1), (2), and (5) together produce the following
relationship:

1

2
· AdvCSUAC-IoT

A (pt) = |AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G0

− 1

2
|

=
∣∣∣∣AdvCSUAC-IoT

A,G1
− 1

2

∣∣∣∣ (6)

=
∣∣∣AdvCSUAC-IoT

A,G1

− AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G3

∣∣∣.
After that, if we apply the “triangular inequality” and

also (3), (4), and (6), we arrive at the following relationship:
(1/2) · AdvCSUAC-IoT

A (pt)

=
∣∣∣AdvCSUAC-IoT

A,G1
− AdvCSUAC-IoT

A,G3

∣∣∣
≤

∣∣∣AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G1

− AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G2

∣∣∣
+

∣∣∣AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G2

− AdvCSUAC-IoT
A,G3

∣∣∣

≤ q2
h

2|Hash| + AdvECDDHP
A (pt)+ max

{
C′.qs′

s ,
qs

2lb

}
. (7)

Simplification of (7) by multiplying its both sides by a factor
of 2 produces the final desired result

AdvCSUAC-IoT
A (pt) ≤ q2

h

|Hash|
+ 2

(
max

{
C′.qs′

s ,
qs

2lb

}
+AdvECDDHP

A (pt)
)
.

B. Informal Security Analysis

This section does nonmathematical security analysis on the
proposed scheme to exhibit its resilience against the following
attacks.

1) Impersonation Attacks: In this section, we mainly con-
sider the following three scenarios under which an adversary,
A can impersonate as a valid entity in the network.

1) User Impersonation Attack: Suppose A acts as a regis-
tered user U and wants to send an authorized message
to the GN. To succeed such a purpose, assume that
A chooses random secrets v′

1, v′
2, v′

3 ∈ Z
∗
n, generates

a new timestamp TS′
U , and calculates K′

11 = H(v′
1.G)

and K′
21 = H(v′

2.G). However, without having user U’s
partial private key kU , it is “computationally infeasible
problem” for A to calculate (x′

1, y′
1) = v′

1.G + kU .YG,
and (x′

2, y′
2) = v′

2.G + kU .YSi. This makes computation-
ally infeasible for A to calculate C′

1 = (IDSi ||v′
3) ⊕

H(x′
1||kU .YG), r′

1 = KHy′
1
(C′

1||K′
11||LU||YG||TS′

U), r2
′
i =

KHy′
2
(K′

21||LU||YSi), S′
1 = (v′

1/[r
′
1 + kU]) (mod q) and

S2
′
i = (v′

2/[r2
′
i + kU]) (mod q), T ′

1 = r′
1.G and

T2
′
i = r2

′
i.G and W ′

SK = H(r′
1||TS′

U) ⊕ H(v′
3||kU .YG).

Furthermore, to generate legal signatures SignG and
SignSi

, A requires the private keys xU and kU , which
are only available to the registered user U. As a result,
A will not be able to create valid message m′

1 = 〈C′
1,

T ′
1, T2

′
i, S′

1, S2
′
i, W ′

SK, TS′
U, SignG, SignSi〉 on behalf of

U. Hence, the proposed CSUAC-IoT is resilient against
the “user impersonation attack.”

2) GN Impersonation Attack: In order to impersonate the
GN, assume that A intercepts the message m1 =
〈C1,T1,T2i, S1, S2i,WSK, TSU, SignG, SignSi〉, gener-
ates a new timestamp TS′

GN, obtains the identity IDSi of
an accessed IoT smart device Si, and tries to calculate
temp1 = S1.(T1 + LU) and (x′

1, y′
1) = temp1 + xG.LU .

However, without the private key xG of the GN, it
becomes “computationally infeasible task” for A to
calculate (x′

1, y′
1) and hence, the signature SignG ver-

ification is not possible. Furthermore, to generate and
send a valid message of the form m′

2 = 〈T2i, S2i, m′
i,

Lmod, TS′
GN, SignSi〉, A requires the shared secret Zi

between the GN and Si for calculating both Lmod and
m′

i = H(r′
1||TSU)

′ ⊕ H(Zi ||TS′
GN||LU). This means that

creating the valid message m′
2 on behalf of the GN, it

will be computationally infeasible task for the adversary
A. Thus, the “GN impersonation attack” is not possible
in the proposed CSUAC-IoT.

3) Smart Device Impersonation Attack: To impersonate a
valid smart device Si, the adversary A needs to cre-
ate a legal message of the form m′

3 = 〈VSK′
SiU
, TS′

Si
〉.

For this goal, assume A generates a new timestamp
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TS′
Si

and tries to calculate VSK′
SiU

= H(SK′
SiU

||TS′
Si
)

which further needs to calculate the valid session key
shared with user U as SK′

SiU
= H((r2i + 1) ||H(r1

||TSU)
′ ||x′

2 ||y′
2). Since the secrets x′

2 and y′
2 require

the private key xSi of the smart device Si and the shared
secret key Zi. Hence, generation of valid message m′

3
is computationally infeasible for the adversary A and
the proposed CSUAC-IoT is resilient against the “smart
device impersonation attack.”

2) Replay Attack: The messages m1 = {C1,T1,T2i, S1, S2i,

WSK, TSU, SignG, SignSi}, m2 = {T2i, S2i, mi, Lmod, TSGN,

SignSi}, and m3 = {VSKSiU, TSSi} flowing over insecure
channel among U, GN, and Si contain the timestamps at
which the messages were generated. The timestamps are ver-
ified by the receiver for integrity and freshness. Hence, the
adversary A cannot gain advantage by replaying the mes-
sages in CSUAC-IoT, and the replay attack protection is
assured.

3) Man-in-the-Middle Attack: In this attack, an adversary
A captures the login and access control request message m1
= {C1,T1, T2i, S1, S2i, WSK, TSU, SignG, SignSi} from the
public channel, and tries to tamper the request and generate
another valid message m1. A cannot generate different values
for C1, T1, T2i, S1, S2i, and WSK to produce valid SignG and
SignSi

because of the precomputed secret values xU and kU at
the user U’s side. A also fails to generate a valid message m2
= {T2i, S2i, mi, Lmod, TSGN, SignSi} because of the preshared
secret key Zi and the verified r1 which is received from U.
Similarly, A cannot tamper the session key verifier in m3 =
{VSKSiU, TSSi} because of the shared parameters r2i, r1, x1,
and y1 between U and Si. Hence, CSUAC-IoT is not prone to
the man-in-the-middle attack.

4) Guessing Attacks: We consider the following cases.
Online Password Guessing Attack: During the life cycle

of the proposed CSUAC-IoT, a user U’s identity IDU , pass-
word PwU , and the biometrics BioU are never included in the
message parameters which are transmitted over a public chan-
nel. Hence, A cannot gain knowledge about the identity and
password of U by performing online guessing analysis on the
messages m1, m2, and m3.

Offline Password Guessing Attack: Let us consider that A
is in the possession of a registered user U’s mobile device
MDU . We assume that the mobile device MDU is not tam-
per resistant and anyone who is in the possession of MDU

can extract the information {Eq(a, b), H(·), KH(·), G, x∗
U,

YU, k∗
U, LU, HPBU, Gen(·), Rep(·), τU, et} stored in it

(as stated in the threat model in Section II. To correctly
guess the password PwU of user U, A must achieve one of
the following.

1) For a successful guess on PwU using x∗
U = xU ⊕

H(IDU||PwU||σU), A must succeed in guessing IDU ,
xU , and σU simultaneously.

2) To guess a legitimate value for PwU using k∗
U = kU ⊕

H(σU||IDU||PwU), A should correctly guess kU , σU , and
IDU at a time.

3) Similarly, to guess a legitimate value for PwU using
HPBU = H(PwU||LU||σU||IDU), A has to guess correct
values for IDU , LU = dU .YU , and σU simultaneously.

From the above observations, it is clear that it is not feasible to
guess any combination of required parameters simultaneously
to obtain correct PwU . Hence, CSUAC-IoT is not vulnerable
under both online and offline password guessing attacks.

5) Privileged-Insider Attack: A privileged insider at the
TA has access to the messages which are sent securely to
it during the user registration phase. With this assumption, the
privileged insider with malicious behavior can access the user
registration request {IDU, YU} which is sent to the TA by the
user U via secure channel. It is to be noted that the adversary
being the privileged insider cannot compute the partial private
key dU of user U because of the unknown parameter xT , the
private key of TA. Also, the password PwU of user U and
the biometric secret key σU are never submitted to the TA.
Assuming that such a privileged insider, acting as an adver-
sary, has the user U’s mobile device MDU , he/she cannot gain
knowledge on sensitive attributes such as PwU , kU , xU , and
σU that require to know at least two of the unknown parame-
ters xU , dU , kU , PwU , and σU . Hence, CSUAC-IoT is secure
against “privileged-insider attack.”

6) Stolen Mobile Device Attack: Let us assume that the
MDU of an authorized user U is stolen or lost by an adversary
A. Then, A has knowledge of the information {Eq(a, b), H(·),
KH(·), G, x∗

U, YU, k∗
U, LU, HPBU, Gen(·), Rep(·), τU, et}

stored in MDU . Now, consider the following two scenarios.
1) As described in Section V-B4, it is not possible to

guess the password PwU of U. On the similar lines,
it can be seen that guessing identity IDU of U is also a
hard/infeasbile task for A.

2) Given the one-way nature of the “cryptographic hash
function H(·),” A must have knowledge on IDU , PwU ,
σU , and LU to derive xU and kU , and also to successfully
tamper HPBU .

Hence, CSUAC-IoT does not reveal any sensitive information
if the mobile device MDU of a legitimate user is stolen or lost.

7) IoT Smart Device Physical Capture Attack: Due to the
tiny nature of IoT smart devices, they are prone to be physi-
cally taken into control by the adversary A. Also, the hardware
with which IoT devices operate are not tamper resistant and
A can obtain the information stored in the smart device Si.
In this attack, we will analyze the impact of compromising an
IoT smart device and the effect it causes on the entire network.
During enrollment, each smart device Si is preloaded with
{IDSi , xSi}, where IDSi and xSi are the identity and secret key of
Si, respectively. It is also worth noticing that all the generated
credential pairs {IDSi , xSi} and also the shared secrets Zi with
the GN for all deployed smart devices Si are distinct through-
out the network. Any adversary who captures a smart device
Si can extract {IDSi , xSi} from its memory. However, since the
private key xSi of Si and the shared secret Zi are different for
each smart device Si, compromising Si cannot impact other
smart devices {Sj|j �= i} in the network. Thus, CSUAC-IoT
does not suffer from the IoT smart device capture attack.

8) Ephemeral Secret Leakage Attack: In this attack, we
analyze the intractability of the session key SKUSi (= SKSiU)

in case either the long-term secrets or short-term secrets are
compromised. During the “login and access control phase,” a
user U and an IoT smart device Si establish a shared session
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key as SKUSi = H((r2i + 1)||H(r1||TSU)||x2||y2) (= SKSiU)

for secure communication between them. Now, consider the
following two cases.

Case I: Assume that the adversary A is in the possession
of the long-term key kU . If the short-term keys v1, v2, and
v3 are not revealed to A, he/she cannot succeed in generating
a valid session key SKUSi because it is required to compute
other secret credentials r1 and r2i which are derived using the
short-term keys v1 and v2, respectively.

Case II: Assume that A gains knowledge on the short-term
keys v1, v2, and v3. A still cannot succeed in generating a
valid session key SKUSi , because to compute a valid session
key SKUSi , it is required to compute r1 and r2i which are
derived using the long-term key kU .

Hence, it is necessary to have knowledge of both long-
term and short-term credentials to generate a valid session
key. Also, it can be seen that the session keys generated for
different sessions are independent from each other because of
the random values v1, v2, and v3 used in each session. As a
result, compromising a session key by revealing the long-term
and short-term keys does not compromise the future sessions
and also it does not reveal the session keys for the previous
sessions as well. This indicates that CSUAC-IoT is secure
from the ESL attack, and it also ensures both “forward and
backward secrecy” under the CK-adversary model [6].

9) Password Change Attack: Suppose an adversary A has
obtained the stolen of lost mobile device MDU of an autho-
rized registered user U. Therefore, A will have the access
to the stored credentials {Eq(a, b), H(·), KH(·), G, x∗

U, YU,

k∗
U, LU, HPBU, Gen(·), Rep(·), τU, et} using the power

analysis attack as stated in [7]. Now, assume that having
these extracted credentials, A tries to change the user U’s
password PwU with newly chosen password, say PwA. For
this goal, A needs to first guess all the secret credentials
IDU , PwU , and BioU . Without local biometric and password
verification by the MDU , it is not possible to proceed for
changing a new password PwA. Even if A tries to update
the old password PwU with PwA, he/she requires to retrieve
the secrets xU and kU from x∗

U = xU ⊕ H(IDU||PwU||σU)

and k∗
U = kU ⊕ H(σU||IDU||PwU). Furthermore, assume

that A imprints his/her own biometrics BioA and computes
Gen(BioA) = (σA, τA). This means that calculating xA =
xU⊕ H(IDU ||PwA ||σA), kA = kU⊕ H(σA ||IDU ||PwA),
and HPBA = H(PwA ||LU ||σA ||IDU) requires the secrets
xU and kU , and also the identity IDU . Hence, it is a computa-
tionally infeasible task for A to mount the password change
attack in CSUAC-IoT.

10) Anonymity and Untraceability: Suppose an adversary
A captures and inspects the messages m1, m2, and m3 which
are flowing over the public channel among user U, GN, and
IoT smart device Si. Note that the real identity IDU of user U
is never included directly in any of the messages. Therefore,
A cannot relate a particular login request to a particular user
U with identity IDU . Hence, “user anonymity” is assured in
CSUAC-IoT.

The message parameters in messages m1, m2, and m3 are
dynamically generated, which will differ between any two
login and access control requests due to the use of random

Fig. 3. Analysis of simulation results under OFMC backend.

secrets and current timestamps. Hence, A cannot easily deter-
mine whether two login and access requests belong to the
same user or not. This allows us to achieve “untraceability”
in CSUAC-IoT.

VI. FORMAL SECURITY VERIFICATION USING AVISPA

There are a number of formal security verification tools,
such as automated validation of Internet security protocols and
applications (AVISPAs) [29], ProVerif [30], and Scyther [31].
In this article, we use AVISPA due to its popularity among the
security community. Specifically, we code CSUAC-IoT using
the high-level protocol specification language (HLPSL) [29],
which is a “role-oriented language” in which various basic
roles (the roles for user U, GN, and IoT smart device Si in
our proposed CSUAC-IoT) and two mandatory roles (session
and goal & environment) are defined. The HLPSL2IF transla-
tor helps in converting the HLPSL code to the “intermediate
format (IF),” and the IF is then passed to one of the avail-
able four backends of AVISPA, such as on-the-fly model
checker (OFMC), constraint logic-based attack searcher (CL-
AtSe), SAT-based model checker (SATMC), and tree automata
based on automatic approximations for the analysis of security
protocols (TA4SP).

In our implementation, we perform three verifications for
the proposed scheme (CSUAC-IoT), namely, executability
checking on the nontrivial HLPSL specifications, replay attack
validation, and DY model validation. We remark that the exe-
cutability check is essential to assure whether CSUAC-IoT
can reach to a state where a possible attack can occur dur-
ing the protocol execution. To validate replay attack resilience,
both the backends (OFMC and CL-AtSe) check whether legiti-
mate agents can execute the specified protocol by performing a
search of a passive intruder. The backends provide the intruder
(i) about the knowledge of some normal sessions among the
valid agents. Moreover, both OFMC and CL-AtSe backends
verify whether any man-in-the-middle attacks can be carried
out using the DY threat model. The findings are reported in
Fig. 3, which demonstrate that CSUAC-IoT is secure against
both replay and man-in-the-middle attacks.
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TABLE IV
FUNCTIONALITY AND SECURITY: A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

TABLE V
COMMUNICATION COSTS: A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

VII. COMPARATIVE ANALYSIS

This section compares the performance of the proposed
CSUAC-IoT and the schemes of Li et al. [12], [13],
Luo et al. [14], Xue et al. [15], and Zeng et al. [16].

A comparative summary of functionality and security
is shown in Table IV. We observe that the schemes of
Luo et al. [14] and Li et al. [12] do not support/provide the
features FA3, FA7, FA8, and FA11. The features that are not
supported in Li et al.[13] are FA3, FA7, FA8, FA10, and FA11.
The scheme of Xue et al. [15] does not support features FA4,
FA7, FA8, FA10, and FA11. In addition, the features that are
supported in Zeng et al. [16] include FA7–FA9 and FA11–FA15.

For the analysis of communication costs, it is assumed
that identity, random nonce (number), timestamp, hash output
(if the SHA-1 hash algorithm is utilized [32]), and “ellip-
tic curve point of the form P = (Px,Py), where Px and
Py are, respectively, x and y coordinates of the point P,”
need 160, 160, 32, 160, and (160 + 160) = 320 bits, respec-
tively. In addition, a message in the existing schemes is taken
as 1024 bits in size. We also consider the communication
costs incurred during the login and access control phase.
In our CSUAC-IoT, three messages m1 = 〈C1, T1, T2i,

S1, S2i, WSK, TSU, SignG, SignSi〉, m2 = 〈T2i, S2i, mi,

Lmod, TSGN, SignSi〉, and m3 = 〈VSKSiU, TSSi〉 demand
(320+320+320+160+160+160+32+160+160) = 1792
bits, (320 + 160 + 160 + 320 + 32 + 160) = 1152 bits and
(160+32) = 192 bits, which collectively require 3136 bits. A

TABLE VI
COMPUTATION COSTS: A COMPARATIVE SUMMARY

comparative summary of communication costs is presented in
Table V, and we observe that the schemes in [14] and [16] and
CSUAC-IoT incur the least communication costs. However,
our CSUAC-IoT achieves better security and functionality (see
Table IV) compared to the schemes in [14] and [16].

Now, we study the computation costs during the login and
access control phase in CSUAC-IoT and the other schemes.
We use the following cryptographic operations with the fol-
lowing time (in milliseconds) [17], [33]: Th(≈ 0.056 ms),
Tecm(≈ 13.405 ms), Teca(≈ 0.081 ms), Tme(≈ 2.249 ms),
Tbp(≈ 32.713 ms), Tfe(≈ Tecm), and Tsenc/Tsdec(≈ Th) rep-
resent the time require to “execute a one-way cryptographic
hash function, an elliptic curve point (scalar) multiplication, an
elliptic curve point addition, a modular exponentiation oper-
ation, a bilinear pairing, a fuzzy extractor function, and a
symmetric encryption/decryption,” respectively.

As shown in Table VI, in CSUAC-IoT, a user U, a GN, and
an IoT device Si incur Tfe+ 14Th+ 6Tecm+ 2Teca, 4Tecm+
3Teca+ 7Th, and 4Tecm+ 3Teca+ 7Th, respectively. Thus,
the total computational cost in CSUAC-IoT is Tfe+ 28Th+
14Tecm +8Teca ≈ 203.291 ms. The computational costs in
the schemes of Luo et al. [14], Li et al. [12], Xue et al. [15],
and Zeng et al. [16] are 3Tecm+ 4Tbp+ 4Th+ Teca +Tme

≈ 173.621 ms, 3Tecm+ 5Tbp+ 2Th+ 2Teca ≈ 204.054 ms,
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9Tme+ 6Th+ Tbp+ Tecm+ Teca ≈ 66.776 ms, 6Tecm+ 2Teca+
6Tbp+ 3Tme +7Th +6Tsenc/Tsdec ≈ 284.345 ms, and 9Th+
2Tecm+ 4Teca +2Tsenc/Tsdec +2Tbp +2Tme ≈ 97.674 ms,
respectively. In other words, CSUAC-IoT achieves better secu-
rity and functionality (see Table IV), at the expense of slightly
higher computation costs.

VIII. CONCLUSION

In this article, we presented our user access control scheme
designed for an IoT setting. We then demonstrated its security
formally in the ROR model and also informally (nonmathe-
matically) showed that it is resilient against several common
attacks. We also demonstrated using AVISPA simulation-based
formal security verification that our scheme is resilient to both
passive and replay and man-in-the-middle attacks. We then
evaluated the performance of the proposed scheme with several
others.

There are, however, a number of potential directions in
which we can extend this article. For example, we intend to
identify potential collaborators that can assist in the imple-
mentation of our proposed scheme in a real-world setting. In
addition, we also intend to explore the utility of blockchain
in a future design of the proposed scheme, for example, to
achieve properties, such as decentralization, transparency, and
immutability [34]–[36].
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